
The Netherlands Institute for Multiparty Democracy (NIMD) is a democracy assistance organisation 
founded in 2000 by seven political parties in the Netherlands for political parties in young democracies. 
NIMD is currently working with more than 150 political parties from 21 programme countries in Africa, 
Latin America, Asia and Eastern Europe.

NIMD activities in Georgia focus on the importance of inclusive political processes and the key aspects 
for the development of young democracies. The NIMD Georgia programme is designed to promote the 
institutional development of the major political parties, democracy education at the grassroots level and 
democratic reforms at the national level. 
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The Netherlands Institute for Multiparty Democracy 
(NIMD) is a democracy assistance organization 
founded in 2000 by seven political parties in the 
Netherlands for political parties in young democra-
cies. Currently working with more than 150 political 
parties from 21 programme countries in Africa, Latin 
America, Asia and Eastern Europe, NIMD supports: 

•  Joint initiatives by parties to improve the  
democratic system in their country

• The institutional development of political parties
•  Efforts to improve relations between political  

parties, civil society and the media

NIMD has carried out projects in Georgia since 
2006. From 2006-2008, NIMD had a joint project 
with the OSCE. Within the framework of the Party 
Strengthening and Interparty Dialogue programme, 
the six major political parties at the time undertook 
various joint initiatives to strengthen their internal 
capacities. A pool of internal party trainers was cre-
ated through a series of ‘train the trainers’ sessions, 
and a ‘VoteMatch’ project assisted the parties to 
formulate their party platforms in the lead-up to the 
2008 elections. Within the context of an intense 
polarisation of the political forces, the programme 
contributed to maintaining channels of interparty 
communication through regular meetings between 
party leaders and international study tours.

At the end of 2009, NIMD reworked its strategy for 
Georgia to address the current political processes 
taking place. A country representation office was set 
up to this end. 

NIMD activities in Georgia since then focus on the 
importance of inclusive political processes and the 
key aspects for the development of young democra-
cies. The NIMD programme is designed to promote 
the institutional development of the major political 
parties and to support Georgia’s development into  
a mature pluralistic democracy. The country 
representation office in Georgia engages political 
parties, by assisting them in the creation of strategic 
development plans. Furthermore, NIMD promotes 
democracy education in Georgia at the grassroots 
level and aims to support the creation of a group 
of democracy activists and political leaders who 
will be true to democratic principles. NIMD Georgia 
activities serve to the objective of generating a con-
tinuous and strong demand as well as a supply of 
democracy in the country based on young activists 
who shall form the future ranks of political, public 
and civil society organizations and movements in 
the country.

The NIMD programmatic outlook focuses on the 
following issues:

• Institutionalisation of political parties
• Democracy education at the grassroots level
• Democratic reforms at the national level

About NIMD

Political Party Assistance Programme
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Political Party Assistance Programme

The objectives of the NIMD Political Party Assist-
ance Programme (PPA) are guided by the principle 
that a democracy requires strong and sustainable 
political parties with the capacity to represent  
citizens and provide viable policy choices. 

Launched in 2010, the NIMD Political Party Assist-
ance Programme in Georgia aims to strengthen the 
institutional capacities of the largest political parties 
as a central element for the development of a  
mature pluralistic society. NIMD implements 
program activities through establishing bilateral 
cooperation and designing individual support tools 
for partner political parties. NIMD assists the par-
ties in framing strategic plans and supports them 
in strengthening strategic planning capacities that 
in turn accelerate the institutional development of 
political parties, strengthens internal democracy 
and increases policy analysis capacities.
 

The NIMD Political Party Assistance Programme 
is designed to support: 

•  Comprehensive analysis and planning of  
organizational development by party leadership 
and stakeholders; 

•  Creation of a widely shared and commonly 
owned development agenda within the  
organizations; 

•  Support Georgian political parties in an effort 
to develop them into effective and sustainable 
institutions; 

•  Implementation of NIMD bilateral support  
instruments based on thorough analysis  
and good planning.

NIMD Political Party Assistance  
Programme in Georgia
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NIMD has carried out strategic planning exercises 
for seven political parties in Georgia. The Christian 
Democratic Movement, Georgia’s Way, the Labour 
Party, the New Rights Party, Our Georgia – Free 
Democrats Party, the Republican Party and the rul-
ing United National Movement are actively engaged 
in the PPA Programme activities since fall 2010. 
For the purpose of representing diverse political 
viewpoints and parties of all levels of organisational 
development, NIMD selected seven parties as part-
ners, based on the results of the 2008 parliamentary 
and the 2010 local elections.

In the first phase of the programme NIMD assisted 
Georgian political parties in analyzing their environ-
ment and stakeholders. The process significantly 
enhanced intraparty dialogue and helped parties 
to identify strategic issues. Plans of their future 
development assistance are based on the results 
of prior analysis. To these ends, NIMD selected 
a politically neutral period (well in advance of the 
2012 parliamentary elections), when political parties 
could focus on internal party dialogue, institutionali-
sation and capacity building. 

With the aim to conduct thorough and successful 
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats 
(SWOT) analyses and strategic planning processes, 
NIMD gathered a pool of experts and consultants 
specialized in strategic planning, election moni-
toring, voter analysis, institutionalization, human 
resources management, communication and policy 
analysis. The group of experts selected by NIMD 
was made up of outstanding professionals from  
all walks of life, that in turn guaranteed a quality  
assessment of party work.

Apart from generating an in depth internal analysis, 
NIMD also endeavored to offer the political party 
leaderships with a third eye view; In 2011, NIMD 
commissioned a professional research company  
to carry out a qualitative assessment of general atti-
tudes and perceptions towards political parties. For 
political parties that are in the process of reviewing 
their policies and messages for the forthcoming 
elections awareness of public opinion is crucial. The 
support tools designed by NIMD, such as increased 
planning capability, internal analysis and a public 
attitude assessment survey results enabled parties 
to set a realistic vision for the future.

NIMD as an organization is committed to the idea 
that institutionally strong political organizations, with 
sound management and capacity of responding to 
public needs constitute important steps on the path 
to political consensus. Based on the strategic plans 
developed over the six months of intraparty work, 
NIMD has already provided further support to its 
partner political parties. 

In 2011, NIMD commenced a number of bilateral 
partnership projects: it assisted the New Rights 
Party in policy analysis capacity development; 
sponsored workshops on internal party democracy 
system for the Republican Party, introduced over 
1000 members of the Christian Democratic Move-
ment to the core values of the party; developed a 
comprehensive one month long training programme 
for the Labour Party’s youth wing; and gave a 
number of trainings in politics as outlined in the 
party needs to Georgia’s Way.

Political Party Assistance  
Programme Activities
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Selection of partner political parties Strategic plan drafting and 
strategic planning workshops

Strategic plan approved by party leadership

NIMD developed bilateral cooperation tools 
based on strategic plans

Methodology creation and modification

Strategic planning working group designation

Introductory training to the process/methodology

Intraparty work and internal analysis

SWOT analysis workshop

Phase I Phase II
Political Party

Assistance 
Programme 

Implementation
Process

chart 1

Programme Implementation Process
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NIMD Georgia

The strategic planning tool that NIMD employs 
was initially developed by international consult-
ants, based on the best practices in the field. At the 
later stages NIMD consultants who hold significant 
experience in strategic planning, organizational 
development in private and public sectors modified 
the methodology and adjusted it to the Georgian 
political environment.

Strategic planning is an opportunity to create public 
value by reexamining and reworking organizational 
mandates, mission and values, financing, structure, 
processes, or management. The strategic planning 
methodology which is comprised of eight steps is 
designed to assist political parties in documenting 
and discussing the environment in which the or-
ganization exists and operates. Further, it provides 
tools for exploring the factors and trends that affect 
the way parties plan and carry out their policies. A 
number of steps allow political parties to clarify and 
frame issues or challenges facing the organization. 
Enhanced discussions help parties to clarify organi-
zational goals and articulate a vision for where the 
organization wants to be in the future. At the final 
stage party working groups develop strategies of 
meeting organizational mandates and fulfilling the 
mission. 

The NIMD Georgia Political Party Assistance 
Programme methodology is designed to actively 
engage different layers of organizational manage-
ment in intra-party working groups. Individual 
tracks enable parties to lead the whole process of 
strategic planning. The guidelines, comprising of 
27 worksheets, encourage political organizations to 
enhance intra-party dialogue, demonstrate different 
viewpoints within the organization and determine 
joint solutions to the existing challenges.

In the wake of the upcoming three electoral years, 
the need for reengineered political organizations in 
the Georgian political arena is salient. With the as-
sistance in strategic management, political parties 
have realized the need to constantly improve their 
efficiency, effectiveness, and collaboration tech-
niques. 

NIMD’s approach carries a significant international 
importance as well. By creating a unique methodol-
ogy that integrated the best international practices 
to national specifics and by working intensively with 
various political organizations, NIMD accumulated 
knowledge and experience that can be effectively 
applied and shared elsewhere, especially in coun-
tries of nascent democratic systems. 

Based on Georgia’s experience, NIMD in 2012 will 
publish in close cooperation with the International 
Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance 
(IDEA), a generic tool on strategic planning for 
political parties. The tool is adjusted to the needs of 
political organizations, incorporates best practices 
of Georgia and generalizes all the important as-
pects of a strategic planning process.

NIMD Strategic planning tool  
for Political Parties
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1  Initiate & agree on 

a strategic planning 
process

2  Establish vision  
for the future

3  Stakeholders,  
mission & values

4  SWOT analysis

5  Identify & frame  
strategic issues

6  Formulate strategies

7  Review & adopt the 
Strategic Plan

8  Develop an effective 
implementation process

To negotiate agreement with key decision 
makers on the overall SP process, the 
schedule, key planning tasks.

To create a widely known and agreed on 
description of what the organization should 
look like as it successfully implements its 
strategies.

To identify which are the persons, groups, 
or entities that can place claim on the 
organization’s attention, resources, or  
output or which are affected by that output.

To catalogue and evaluate the strengths and 
weaknesses of the organization and to note 
their strategic implications. To explore the 
opportunities and challenges (or threats)  
facing the organization and recognize their 
strategic implications.

To identify the fundamental challenges  
affecting the organization's mandate, its 
mission and values, its financing, its  
structure, its processes, and its  
management. 

To develop strategies to deal with the issues 
identified in step 5. 

To gain formal commitment to adopt and 
proceed with implementation of the plan(s). 

To develop an effective process and action  
plan so that the strategic plan will be 
something other than an organizational  
New Year’s resolution. 

Identify key decision makers; Determine 
persons, groups which should be involved in 
the effort; Make the readiness assesment;  
Make the planning process agreement.

Formulate the mission, values, performance 
criteria, decision rules and ethical standards.

Formulate/update/refine a mission that is 
consistent with mandates, organizational  
values and stakeholders’ needs. List 
the organization’s internal and external 
stakeholders, analyze them and determine  
the desired stakeholder involvement; Write 
mission statement

List internal weaknesses, extrn. challenges  
and options to minimize or overcome them;  
List int. strengths and external opportunities 
and options to take advantage of them, 
preserve and enhance; Identify critical  
success factors and how to exploit them. 

Identify strategic issues individually; Write a 
statement for each key strategic issue and 
separate strategic issues from operational 
issues. 

Answer the 7 key questions per strategic  
issue; Write a strategy statement for each 
issue; Assess the suggested strategies.

Review the plans with internal and external 
stakeholders. Divide roles and actions.  
Outline the communications and information 
process. Make sure resources are lined 
up. Think of strengths, weaknesses and 
modifications that would improve the plan. 

Plan the actions that need to be taken  
(priority, strategy, specific actions for the 
immediate future, expected results and 
milestones, roles and responsibilities, 
resources, communication, monitoring).

STEPS PURPOSE

chart 2

Strategic Planning in 8 steps: NIMD Approach

ACTION



Partner political parties consider the demand driven 
process of the PPA Programme as a major ad-
vantage of NIMD’s efforts in Georgia. The fact that 
NIMD will further develop future assistance tools 
based on party needs and demands, enhanced the 
commitment of the parties to the strategic planning 
process. For the purpose of ensuring tangible pro-
gramme impacts, it is pivotal assistance is provided 
in the areas identified by parties themselves. This 
is especially important in the wake of recent shifts 
of development assistance focus areas, size of aid 
and the reallocation of resources.

In 2010-2011 NIMD’s objective was to promote 
a party tailored strategic planning process. By 
designing individual political party tracks, the 
programme made significant impact in creating 
party specific strategic plans. Moreover, party plans 
that were elaborated through internal analysis 
and avoided common templates, assisted to gain 
increased commitment to the process by party 
leaderships. 

Furthermore, NIMD’s work with political parties 
inevitably assisted not only NIMD itself but also 
the donor community in Georgia especially when 
it comes to identifying areas of support to party 
empowerment process. In this respect, enhanced 
collaboration among the donor society serves as a 
necessary component in the effective allocation of 
development assistance to the Georgian political 
society.

Throughout the analysis and planning process it 
was critical to actively engage both the party func-
tionaries of different levels and the top leadership. 
In this regard, the NIMD programme has shown a 
significant success; it has successfully collaborated 
with party working groups that were chaired by 
party leaders. In most of the cases strategic  
planning has been observed to be on the leader-
ship top agenda.

NIMD’s three major focus areas of political party 
development:

1. Policy analysis capacity development;
2. Organizational strengthening of political parties;
3. Internal democracy development.

7

NIMD Georgia

Unique features 
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Partner political party leaders on  
NIMD PPA Programme
Photos from strategic planning workshops 2010-2012

Giorgi Targamadze
Chairman, Christian-Democratic Movement, leader of the Parliamentary Minority
Multiparty democracy in Georgia counts 20 years only. An unsustainable political party system has been 

accompanied by instability and stagnation in our country. Strong and sustainable political organizations serve as 

existentially important prerequisites in the course of Georgia’s transition to a pluralistic state. In this respect we 

deem NIMD’s PPA Programme as an utterly important component, which assists political parties in institutional 

perfection and strategic planning. The Christian-Democratic Movement is happy to have this opportunity and be 

among the partner political parties of NIMD. We are looking forward to develop deeper and more comprehensive 

partnership tools with NIMD through completion of the strategic planning process.

Kakha Dzagania
Ideological Secretary, Labour Party
The Labour Party of Georgia welcomes the initiative of NIMD to support the development of political parties  

through guidance in SWOT analysis and strategic planning. PPA Programme activities provide efficient tools that 

assist our organization in formulating strategies necessary for promoting our ideology and gaining support in the 

society. NIMD has proven to be respectful, trustful and an impartial organization that increases our confidence in 

the programmes implemented by NIMD in Georgia. 
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Irakli Alasania
Chairman, Our Georgia Free Democrats
Strategic planning is at the top agenda of any political organization that claims to take credible political actions. 

We, Free Democrats, have started to contemplate on this issue from the moment of our foundation. We have 

established cooperation with a number of international organizations in this respect. Despite the fact that we have 

already set party values, aims and objectives firmly, internal analysis of challenges and weaknesses, internal and 

external stakeholder analysis, optimization of available resources and information systematization through strategic 

planning process, gives us a unique opportunity and a tangible instrument for further achievements. The strategic 

planning process within the Free Democrats has been realized and supported by NIMD’s Political Party Assistance 

Programme. It is worth mentioning that it is NIMD’s programme exclusively that allowed us to involve qualified 

consultants in our effort to develop effective strategic plan for the entire organization.

Kakha Seturidze
Chairman, Georgia’s Way
We would like to express our appreciation towards NIMD’s effort in support of institutional and organizational 

development of political parties in Georgia. While undertaking the strategic planning cycle we should take into 

account the current political environment, weak democratic institutions, the difficulties for political parties to attain 

necessary financial resources and poor media access. In this particular political situation the most reasonable is 

to mobilize internal and external resources and opportunities, analyze problems and challenges facing the party, 

develop efficient strategies to overcome them and instruments to formulate action plans. In this regard NIMD’s 

support encourages the development of a competitive political environment in the country.

continue » 
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Partner political party leaders 
on NIMD PPA Programme
Photos from strategic planning workshops 2010-2012

David Usupashvili
Chairman, The Republican Party of Georgia
NIMD’s proposal to participate in the PPA Programme came at a time when we started the process of analyzing 

experience gained from 2007-2010 political developments and form an action plan for the future. The programme 

envisages two major aspects of our interest - SWOT analysis and the strategic planning exercise. These two 

instruments allow us to analyze internal challenges, seek development opportunities and envision our future in 

the coming two years. The process itself can be described as interesting, consensus encouraging and directed 

to establishing the culture of mutual understanding within the organization. Our working group consists of party 

leadership, members of our youth wing and the women branch of the party. The PPA Programme has encouraged 

intraparty dialogue and created positive working environment. We would like to highlight the importance of having 

NIMD consultants throughout the process. NIMD consultants supported us by providing an outsider’s perspective, 

qualified expertise and guidance. Thanks to NIMD’s PPA Programme, Republicans are close to set a precedent of 

generating a strategic plan for our political party.

Akaki Minashvili
Foreign Relations Committee Chairman, Parliament of Georgia, United National Movement
The United National Movement esteems its partnership with NIMD as immensely fruitful. Our joint projects in 2011 

had a significant impact on our youth organization. The knowledge and experience that our members obtained in 

the framework of our partnership had a deep practical impact and was focused on the institutional development of 

the organization.
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David Gamkrelidze
Chairman, New Rights Party
Our cooperation with NIMD proved to be rewarding. For the New Rights it was of utmost importance to work on  

this type of a document. In the process of developing the strategic plan we relied on our previous experience in  

this area, however, the PPA Programme has introduced us to totally different approaches, scales and methodology 

that had an immense impact on the final document. The NIMD methodology allowed us to analyze interparty 

strengths and weaknesses, identify external challenges, and formulate future activity strategies building on our 

external opportunity analysis.  Based on our experience from the process, NIMD’s programme will definitely 

support and encourage the institutional development of political parties in Georgia.

Experts Workshop
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